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European CEO gets an in-depth look into the Italian law system
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Pr many years now the belief has been

that the traditional concept of the lawyer,

that is as a barrister representing parties in

litigious circumstances, has changed in line

with the decline of contentious litigation. The rise of

huge financial deals, in which banks, businesses and

insurance companies are merging, had contributed to

the changing role of the lawyer.

However, with the changing economic climate,

such large transactions have started to decline. The

Italian financiallandscape changed in such a way that

it was populated only by the occasionai big company,

with the small-to-medium sized enterprises preferring

to stay under the contro I of a small, niche group of

shareholders, and remain family businesses. Dangerous

changes of ownership were to be avoided at ali costs.

There was no room for risky deals.

Then, Italy faced an economic and industriai crisis.

And in such times, crisis feeds controversy, and parties

are forced to get tougher in terms of defending their

rights, and become more willing to incur lengthy and

expensive law suits in doing so.

Today, given these circumstances, there has been

a rediscovery of the role of the traditionallawyer, namely

that of a barrister, a professional advocate, one who

argues the hearing in a court of law, who is comfortable

with defence briefs, and who manages relationships

with judges and arbitrators.

Law firm Studio Legale Irti has received a shot in

the arm thanks to this renewed trend towards litigation.

Established over 100 years ago, Studio Legale

Irti, is headed by generai manager and senior partner

Natalino Irti, professor of Civil Lawat Rome University

La Sapienza. Furthermore, Prof. Irti is a member of the

Accademia dei Lincei (among other national institutions)

and is the author of more than twenty legai publications,

printed in several editions and translated into various

languages.

Studio Legale Irti has, over the years, evolved in

character and focus. In recent years, with Prof. Irti's

son, Nicola Irti, driving innovation, the firm has sought to

widen its dimensions and extended its fields of practice.

The firm has defended many important Italian

corporations and banks in a number of well

documented cases and arbitrations.

Notable cases include; San Paolo vs. Eni (the

so called Black Friday case, concerning the value of

the US$ on the price of the 011),the law suit over the

approvai clause as well as the liability of insurance

companies in anti-cornpetitive conducts.

In terms of arbitrations that Mr Irti has been involved

in, either acting as barrister (with the contribution of

Francesco and Savini Nicci) or arbitrator, examples

include; Montedison/Eni, Mondadori/CIR, H3G/

Ericsson, Telecom/Fastweb, Cepav 2/TAV. As further

testament to his arbitration credenti als, Mr Irti has also

been chairman of Italian Association for Arbitration.

Today, the firm employs some fifteen lawyers,

including Michele Mammone and Alfredo Irti:

Michele Mammone has been advising companies

in the fields of commerciai and adrninistrative law since

he joined the firm in 1999: in particular, Mr Mammone

took part to severallaw suits (before Civil, Arbitration

and Adrninistrative Courts) and advised in corporate

and industriai operations (by establishing companies or

managing the transfer of either business departrnents or

capital shares), with reference to the various businesses

of cornpanies operating in both traditional and

technological fields (production, distribution and retail of

goods and services, building, works, financial services,

securitisation of credits, TLC, ICT, and others), in Italy

and abroad; as an example, on behalf of H3G S.p.A.,

the Italian investrnent of Hutchison Whampoa group

in third generation mobile communication (with the

tradernark '3'), Mr Mammone rnanaged the lease to the

Italian Ericsson subsidiary of the ICT and Network going

concern, and the relevant ancillary service contracts, as

well as the acquisition of the DVB-t infrastructure from

Italian operators, which later enabled H3G to provide

the DVB-h service to its customer, along with the UMTS

service.

Thank to the contribution of Alfredo Irti, who

recently joined the firm, and that has gained significant

experience in insurance field by advising international



operators such as AIG, AON, Dual, Gerling,

Marsh, QBE, Trenwick International,

Wellington, the firm now advises Italian

and foreign insurance and re-insurance

cornpanies (among these, some Lloyd's of

London Underwriters, which operate in tort

liability, rnainly professional); the firm can offer

to its clients a wide range of services, from
the clearance and the release of the relevant

authorisations up to the advisory in realising

the insurance products, including managing

the accidents and the relevant disputes in

close connection to the loss adjusters.

Another field which has been growing

due to the crisis of the international stock

exchanges is real estate; also in this sector

the firm (with the fundamental involvement

of Nicola Irti and Alfredo Irti) has been

requested to advise important groups

in negotiating and executing important

real estate agreements, and in rnanaging

disputes.

The latest stage in the development of

the Italian business landscape offers great

potential for the development of Studio

Legale Irti, building on its long tradition and

professional qualities in the provision of legai

services, which to this day are provided with

as scrupulous a care as a craftsrnan ernploys

in his workshop. > >
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